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Editorial 
In the August edition, the dismantling of the HMRC layout was 
described. October dealt with issues associated with transporting the 
scenicked modules. In this issue, plans for the re-erecting the modules 
will feature. 
The last run of the North Star line will take place later this month where 
after the track will be lifted. My preliminary thoughts on the design of the 
new line – the South West Railway will also be described. 
Finally, some news about Umkhulu Modules. 
An operation orientated layout with no name (yet) 
We are involved in a hobby which in nearly all cases demands that 
compromises have to be made. In most cases the problem is space.   
It was a matter of concern to me that despite careful measuring, the new 
layout might not fit in its new premises. Well, truth to tell it is a tight fit.  
The ‘usable’ dimensions of the room are 6m x 4.9m. Starting with the 
breadth, the ex DMR Virginia module is 1.8m long and to accommodate 
the ex Roving Rails modules the only way the former will fit is across the 
room. In order to accommodate 3 foot radii, the ‘standard’ dimensions of 
corner modules are 1.24m x 1.24m. A complication from a breadth 
perspective is that in order to make room for Sally’s farm the corner 
module concerned was lengthened on one side by 380mm. Of course it 
would have been possible to return the module to its original dimensions 
but this would have involved a significant hacking of Danie’s handiwork 
which I was reluctant to do. Hmmmmm. Next there is a problem that the 
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access to the “train room” from the inside of the house involves doors 
which open inwards. Oops! Oops again in that the doors on the 
cupboard opposite the access doors also open inwards.   
Fortunately, the other two sets of doors to the room, namely the ones 
giving access from the external steps and those opening to the balcony 
are sliding doors.  However, given Virginia’s and the corner modules 
dimensions, the total minimum breadth required has to be 4.28m + .38m 
i.e. 4.66m. Well it is, but one still has to be able the open access doors 
from inside the house and walk around the layout. Hmmmmm again. 
Length wise is not much better. 2.48m for the corner modules plus 
2x1.5m for the straights equals 5.48m. Houston we had a problem! 
The solutions which will most probably be adopted as there do not 
appear to be any viable alternatives, are the following: 

• Remove the doors from the storage cupboard opposite the doors 
from inside the house 

• Push the modules on two sides of the layout up against the 
walls/windows (see photos below) 

• Build a non standard module joining the two corner modules 
across the room where the balcony sliding doors are. This will be 
of a lift up variety in order to give ready access to the balcony. 

Two other corner modules will have to be built in addition to the non- 
standard straight one.  
There will still be access (narrow – about 460mm) to the front of Virginia 
and Pietersville but Grahamstown in particular will have to be operated 
from the rear of the module. It must be remembered the raison d’etre of 
the no name layout is to operate trains on a prototypical basis, with car 
cards, waybills and timetables, not just run them. At least 4 people but 
probably 5 or 6 will be required for this. 
Hopefully the photos below will make the foregoing easier to understand. 
The reason why only the Virginia module is up on its legs is because the 
legs for the ex Roving Rails modules were left in Durban.  
Great planning! 

 

Sally’s Homestead corner pretty much in position to the right of 
access door. Open sliding doors to balcony at rear. 
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To place the room in context, the above photo was taken from the 
balcony before the HO modules arrived from Durban. Rear left, 
sliding door at top of exterior stairs. Virginia’s position is along rear 
wall/window. Pietersville’s is at left and Grahamstown at right along 
the wall. Note cupboard at right.  

 

Virginia (and associated storage!) in position. 
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Another view of Sally’s Homestead showing the extension 
(essentially the bridges at left) which have to be accommodated. 

  

One half of 
Pietersville. 
Other half 
fits in front. 
At rear left 
is door from 
outside 
stairs. New 
corner 
module to 
be built to 
join rear of 
module to 
left of 
Virginia ( 
viewed from 
the rear of 
the module). 
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Standard corner to right of Virginia and half of Grahamstown 
positioned against far wall at right in the photograph. 
Apologies for sun window glare on rear module. 
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Finally, as far as the train room is concerned, the Erich Dokoupil 
built HOn3 layout has to be accommodated. Photographed sitting 
on its dolly. When trains are not being run on this layout, in order to 
create working space in the middle of the room, it will be raised to 
the ceiling above via a system of pulleys.  
Note cupboards at rear. 
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The South West Railway 
Moving on to what is planned for the garden, the topography (steep) and 
management forbidding anything on the (flat) lawn of which there is not 
very much anyway, means the line has been relegated to the wilds.  

 

Being honest, this does not faze me. It would not be possible to have a 
railway with a South African theme to traverse a more natural scene. 
However, as with the indoor layout, the exterior one will require 
compromises, particularly if live steam is to be run (note run, not 
operated) which is certainly the plan.   

 

The path along which the line will be positioned. Note some 
landscaping/earthworks have commenced. 
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The new line will probably have to be a continuous run with a 
dogbone being the preferred option. However this means the 
turning circle of the line will have to be located somewhere in the 
above. The topography of the land is not intended for a railway! 

 

The other end is even worse. In addition to the topography there is 
some fairly thick indigenous bush to negotiate. 
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For good reasons, mainly because a perfectly adequate brick border 
was already in place and all I had to do was stick down the track on top 
of that, the existing line, the North Star Railway and the one before that, 
were at ground level. The South West Railway is going to be different. 
Mainly because of the steepness of the land, only sections of the track 
(the turning circles?) are going are going to be at ground level. The rest 
will be raised. Of course this presents all sorts of challenges of its own in 
particular having to learn new skills but my back will certainly approve! 
Umkhulu Modules. 

 
Section of Umkhulu Modules portable layout 
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Those who have been readers of this newsletter since its inception will 
recall this is the name of the portable (?) dual gauge 32mm and 45mm 
modular layout which has made a number of visits to the Wings Wheels 
and Whistles show in Pietermaritzburg . For various reasons most of 
which were probably Covid related the modules have been in storage for 
several years. A decision has been made that it is time they made a 
reappearance. As soon as we have moved, such an event will happen 
with the objective of attracting the public to the hobby.  
Thereafter the modules will experience a makeover which will include a 
repaint and of greater importance lifting the 45mm track which is code 
332 and replacing it with dual gauge code 200 track. (Following the lifting 
of the NSR there will be plenty of spare dual gauge code 200 track.)  
As a consequence of the removal of the Umkhulu Modules 45mm gauge 
track I will have no need for this. In my view Tenmille track is a far better 
and cheaper option anyway.  
If anyone is interested in some locally produced code 332 45mm gauge 
copper track and four R3 LGB points with point motors available, let me 
know and I will try and assist.  

 
Accucraft 16mm NG15 and NGG16 on Umkhulu modules in 2011 
The end 


